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Coming Up:
Sixth Week of School we will learn:

We have worked hard to write our
names on lined paper.

Our verse: “Forgive as the Lord
forgave you.” Colossians 3:13
Highlights of the Week:
●
Learning about Joseph forgiving
his brothers
●
Making maps of the world, country
and state, learning about directions
●
Writing names on lined paper
●
Representing no. 11
●
Coloring our own graphs
●
Adding the -ap word family to our
board and practicing -an,-at also
●
Practicing blending and
segmenting with the sound sack
●
Learning about characters with the
story “Julius”
●
Reading “Munch Together” and -ap
family book, “Hap can See”
●
Listening for /m/ in a word at the
beginning or at the end
●
Having a visit from BGMU on Fri.
and seeing their bucket truck!

Religion: Moses leads God’s people
Literacy: Special focus on /t/, review sight
words to, a, skills: classify and categorize
Math: Introducing #12-14, continuing with
number formation, shape formation
Theme: continuing with communities and
expanding to our World with maps and
globes
Social Skills: Encouraging others, helping
others
Book of the Week: Dig, Dig, Digging

Important:
1.Always look for the word family book that
comes home on either Wed. or Thurs. Read
it together and focus on the words that rhyme.
Look for rhymes everywhere you go. Practice
making up words that rhyme.
2. September 16 is Curious George's
Birthday and the library will be celebrating.
Students may bring one or more green or
barely yellow bananas to put in his birthday
box and then George will share his birthday
bananas with the Salvation Army in Bowling
Green.
3. Many items for our arts and crafts basket
have already arrived. Thank you! You may
send in items until Sept. 29.
4. Thanks for all the drivers who have signed
up for the field trip. I will send home driver
forms soon.

